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Backgrounds:
> As of 2018, suicide has become the tenth leading cause of death for Asian Americans.
> Asian Americans, a census category compromising 5.6% of the U.S. population, has high in-group diversities. Suicide rates as well vary across specific Asian American categories. Yet, despite the differences, there is little research on variation in suicide rates across Asian American subgroups.
> The current academic literature on the Asian American suicidology focuses extensively on teens or college students. There lacks research on other specific groups within the Asian Americans, like middle-aged males, and how suicide rates have changed over time for each Asian sub-group.

Hypotheses:
1. The suicide rates of Chinese, Korean, and Japanese Americans have all increased between 2009 to 2017.
2. The suicide rates of male members in the three sub-groups have increased more than the female members.
3. Higher education status is associated with higher suicide rates in all three sub-groups.

Primary Findings
> From 2009 to 2017, suicide rates have increased in the Chinese and Korean American group but not in the Japanese American group.
> Male Chinese and Korean Americans have a higher rise in suicide rates than females in each of these two sub-groups, while the suicide rates of female Japanese Americans have risen more than male Japanese Americans.
> Chinese, Korean, and Japanese males aged 15-24 have the highest rise in suicide rates compared to members in other age groups within the sub-group respectively, indicating that teen suicide remains to be a pressing issue for the three Asian sub-groups.
> Male Korean Americans aged 45-64 is the only group that has shown a downward trend with a statistical p-value of 0.072.
> Obtaining a bachelor degree is a risk factor for male Chinese Americans, while it is a protective factor for female Koreans.
> Obtaining a master or above degree has a positive relationship with suicide rates of both male and female Chinese Americans, while it has a negative relationship with female Japanese, Korean, and female Korean Americans.

Biases and Limitations
> The cause of death is partially reported by family members. Due to cultural reasons, family members in the three Asian subgroups may be ashamed of admitting someone in their family has committed suicide, and may report wrong cause of death.
> Physicians and funeral directors may be trained differently in each state and may use inconsistent measures to determine whether the cause of a case is suicide.
> The sample size in the PUMS is relatively small, especially for Japanese Americans. This may lead to inaccurate estimations of the total population.